Customers like the convenience of receiving customer service through social media because they know their complaints and questions will get a prompt reply. More than 80% of their inbound social customer service requests now happen on Twitter.\(^1\)

As a result, cyber criminals have turned this into a ripe opportunity to steal credentials using angler phishing attacks. This is a dangerous form of support fraud that targets your customers when they reach out to your Twitter account for help.

Angler phishing is a significant risk to your company and customers. We’ve already seen angler phishing jump 200% year over year from Q3 2016 to Q3 2017.\(^2\) As part of managing and securing your company’s digital engagement, it’s important to protect your customers from angler phishing attacks.

**HOW DOES ANGLER PHISHING WORK?**

Cyber criminals create highly convincing customer service accounts and then wait for your customers to reach out to your brand with a help request. Automated listening tools make it easy for criminals to monitor your social accounts to find a potential victim. They often strike on evenings or weekends when your customer service teams are less likely to monitor the account for requests.

When the fraudster sees a customer contact your brand account, they intercept the communication and send a reply from the lookalike support account.

The criminal usually assures your customer they’ll resolve the problem quickly and directs them to a lookalike site where your customer is invited to log in. By doing so, your customer inadvertently hands account credentials and sensitive data to the criminal.

---

\(^1\) Twitter. “Making customer service even better on Twitter.” February 2016.

PROTECT AGAINST ANGLER PHISHING WITH PROOFPOINT

Angler phishing is a risk for any business that provides customer service on social media. Criminals can create and take down lookalike support accounts in minutes. When it comes to safeguarding your customers, time is of the essence.

Proofpoint Angler Phishing Protection is the only patent-pending solution that continually uncovers fake customer service accounts and infringing domains that put your brand and customers at risk.

Key Benefits
- Protect Against Social Customer Account Fraud
- Discover Fraudulent Domains
- Implement an Angler Phishing Response Plan
- Publish Your Support Guidelines

Implement an Angler Phishing Response Plan

Proofpoint Angler Phishing Protection gives you the visibility you need to implement a response plan for handling active angler phishing attacks. Your plan should include the following:

1. Ownership: Assign owners who are responsible for 24x7 coverage of the response plan.
2. Customer Communication: Fast and clear customer communication is an essential part of your plan. Consider a few communication systems that will help you quickly reach your customers.
3. Triage: Identify the appropriate steps that will protect your customer and your system while you address the threat. Consider placing a temporary lock on your customer’s account while you contact the customer and manage triage.
4. Takedown: Contact Twitter to take down the fraudulent customer support account and monitor the status until the account is closed.

Publish Your Support Guidelines

Putting security at the center of your social governance processes will help you get a handle on angler phishing. Define your standard security practices and include the appropriate customer guidance on your Twitter account, including:

Social Media Support Hours
List the hours your team monitors your social media support account to provide live responses. Consider asking customers to submit inquiries only during posted support hours. This can reduce the window of time for bad actors to carry out angler phishing attacks.

Communicate Your Security Practices
Let your customers know your security protocols for account login and other standard requests. For example, “We never ask customers to log in from a link within the Twitter session. We’ll always direct you back to our official home page if your support inquiry requires an account login.”

Angler Phishing Protection helps you remove the risks of angler phishing and preserve the quality of your customer service interactions.

Learn More
To learn more about Angler Phishing Protection visit: proofpoint.com/angler-phishing-protection.
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